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Another option is to use tracing (or greaseproof) paper.
Using a soft pencil, no harder than HB, trace the Hoppingood
from our drawings on to one side of the tracing paper. Then,
laying the image you have copied face down on to a clean
sheet of drawing paper, rub the back of the tracing paper
with your pencil to transfer your tracing on to the plain
drawing paper. Using this method will create a mirror image.

Using natural light, tape the page with our drawing to
a plain window, then fix your drawing paper over the
top. The daylight will show the outline of our
Hoppingood Family, which you can then trace on to
your own paper.

If you want your Hoppingood to be the same as ours, lay the
images that you have copied on the tracing paper face down on
to any piece of scrap paper and cover the back of your tracings
with pencil lead. Then, place the tracing paper face down on
to a clean sheet of drawing paper, making sure the pencil lead
is in contact with the new sheet of paper. Retrace your images
and this time you will find that the Hoppingoods are in the same
stance as in our original picture.
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GRID & FREEHAND DRAWING
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The Grid system is a great way to get your proportions right. It is also a great
way to enlarge the image. Start by drawing a grid, just like the one shown in
blue onto the drawing you wish to copy. Then draw a grid, or larger grid, on
your plain paper. Next, carefully copy from each square in the grid, one at
a time, onto the corresponding square on your own paper to complete the
picture image of the Hoppingood.
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Freehand is the most difficult but the
most rewarding system of drawing.
Using a HB pencil, without pressing
too hard, draw out your proportions as
shown in blue. Then draw your figure
details. Once you are happy with your
drawing, you can then draw over the
top of your image with a pen. Make
sure the ink is dry before rubbing out
your pencil lines.

